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Angels Of Mercy A Gripping Saga Of Sisters Love And War
Damien is an assassin, a man with no home and a tortured past. Sold into slavery as a young boy, he is trained to kill with cold calculation,
without remorse. As a reward for his ruthless success, he is given a chance to earn his freedom from his cruel master. One last mission. One
final person to slay...Lady Aurora of Acquitaine is the epitome of purity and goodness, beloved by all her people. She lives her life trying to
atone for her mother's cruelty by being a fair and just ruler. Secretly she fears that one day her mother's murderer will return for her.When
Damien enters Aurora's life, tempting her with promises of dark passion and forbidden lust, he threatens to tear her peaceful world apart with
shadowy secrets of his own.Can Aurora's light heal Damien's dark spirit or will his evil consume her? The eternal battle of good versus evil,
love versus hate, dark versus light, all come to a shattering climax in this historical romance set in medieval England.
A lost legacy puts one of England’s great families in mortal peril ...
Bravery and fortitude are essential for two young nurses to survive the Great War... Lyn Andrews' saga, Liverpool Angels, is a haunting and
unforgettable tale of nursing in the battlefields of the First World War. Perfect for fans of Nadine Dorries and Maureen Lee. Born at the turn of
the twentieth century, Mae Strickland is only a few days old when her mother suddenly dies. Her aunt Maggie brings Mae up together with
her own children, Eddie and Alice, and the girls become like sisters. In spite of Mae's unhappy start, life feels full of promise. Then, as the
First World War looms, everything changes. While the local men - including young Eddie - leave to fight, Mae and Alice train as field nurses.
As they travel to the front line in the wake of family tragedy, nothing can prepare them for the hardship that lies ahead. Yet there is solace to
be found amid the wreckage of the war, and for both, romance is on the horizon. But it will take great courage for Mae and Alice to follow their
hearts. Can love win out in the end? What Amazon readers are saying about Liverpool Angels: 'As in all of Lyn Andrews' books that I've read,
she has a great talent for weaving emotion into her writing. You feel connected to her characters, and get really invested in their lives and
their struggles' 'The research that Lyn has put into this book is wonderful, it has so much detail and depth as if she has experienced this first
hand. You can really get deep into the story and feel as if you are experiencing it with Alice and Mae' 'Well written, believable and emotive'
Back in the devil’s lair, I’m at the mercy of a man who fascinates and terrifies me, a tender killer whose obsession with me is growing by the
day. Nikolai Molotov is as much my captor as he is my protector, his compound both my safe haven and my gilded cage. If only I could resist
his lethally seductive touch... or fight his growing hold on my heart and mind. Because no matter how far I delve into the enigma of his past, I
still don’t know the answer to the most crucial question: Just how dangerous is his love for me? Note: This is the conclusion of Nikolai and
Chloe’s story.
From New York Times bestselling author CJ Lyons: July 1st, the most dangerous day of the year... A gripping behind-the-scenes drama of
four women who face life and death every day...
The protection every child is owed was lost on Ella Munroe. Her tiny body was beaten, bruised, cut and bloodied. The thing about pain, it
demands to be felt.... While searching for affection, Ella gave away her body and her escape was found in drugs. Self-loathing led to selfdestruction and Ella tried to cut that hate from herself. They say pain makes you stronger, fear makes you braver; Ella had more strength and
bravery than most. With her head down, scars covered and heart locked behind a wall of steel Ella ran. On the streets she found her freedom
but she was still alone, until she found Mercy's, until she found Jax. Born a warrior Jaxon Carter could intimidate with no more than a glance,
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but this warrior was not born to destroy, he was born to protect. To Jax, Ella was much more than a tiny beaten girl, Ella was an angel. Ella
was Jax's angel, she was his to protect and cherish. She was his to love and although Ella's first instincts were to run, Jax made her yearn for
things she had long forgotten. In capturing her heart, Jax freed Ella. In embracing her imperfections, Jax owned Ella. Sometimes though, you
have to fight for love and sometimes blood is destined to run a river. Sometimes, hate trumps love. All Jax had to do was keep Ella safe, it all
seemed so easy..... "Your scars might remind you of where you've been angel, but they don't have to dictate where you're going." Jaxon
Carter Please Note - this book contains some violence, language that may be found offensive and sexual situations.
For his sins, his angel lover will bring him to justice… In 1665 Scotland, five years after the Black Plague, Jophiel is a former angel who
removed his wings in an act of self-punishment for falling in love with a vampire, Frederick. One day, two old friends, Michael and Zad, give
him the chance to return home. Their price? Capture his former lover and take his head. Lord Frederik Jasper Grimm is a Belial Vampire,
born with half a soul and mortal emotions. Forced to destroy a village of innocents to save his sister Amelia from a murderous sorcerer,
Frederik is on his way to his enemy’s keep when Jo appears and captures him. Before Jo can raise his sword and take his head, Frederik
begs for mercy and explains why he destroyed the village, counting on Jo’s good nature to spare him, but Frederik has lied to Jo before. Still,
Jo cannot bring himself to kill Frederik, but he dares not set him free, either. His only choice is to keep Frederik his prisoner until Michael
returns to explain why Jo would be sent to execute a supposedly innocent vampire...and all the while, he must keep his knew mortal state a
secret.
Whenever one of nurse Faye Sullivan's patients dies, her twin sister Susie moves in on surviving bereaved spouses who soon afterward die
as well, and retired detective Frankie Samuels finds the occurrences suspicious. Reprint. LJ.

In a time of jazz and bootleg liquor, death stalks New Orleans. Captain Ted Mooney of the NOPD loves his city, and hates those
who make trouble for its citizens. In the alleys and flophouses, people keep dying in suspicious ways. Ted must root out the cause
of these mysterious deaths. And he must face a difficult question: Who decides right and wrong?
Fantasy-roman. All Mercy knows is that she is an angel, exiled from heaven for a crime she can't remember committing. So when
she 'wakes' inside the body and life of eighteen-year-old Lela Neill, Mercy has only limited recall of her past life. Her strongest
memories are of Ryan, the mortal boy who'd begun to fall for her and she for him
Bestselling author Lyn Andrews' unputdownable saga ANGELS OF MERCY is perfect for fans of Kate Thompson and Kitty Neale.
Twins Kate and Evvie are navigating love and heartbreak. But their toughest challenge is yet to come . . . Blue-eyed, blond-haired,
full of smiles and sweetness, even as babies twins Kate and Evvie Greenway captured the hearts of Liverpool's Scotland Road
slumlands. But now they are almost adults the two girls find that being pleasant, popular and blessed with a loving family that isn't
quite enough. For they've both fallen for men who will break their youthful hearts . . . But these sorrows are nothing compared to
the tragedies that await them, and so many others, when the Great War breaks out. Determined to do their part, Kate and Evvie
sign up for nursing training and are despatched to the Front, a terrible world far from their homes. Can anything - hope, love or the
bond that has always united the sisters - survive all that lies in store for them? Praise for Lyn Andrews' unforgettable novels: 'A
compelling read' Woman's Own 'A vivid picture of a hard-up, hard-working community . . . will keep the pages turning' Daily
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Express 'Spellbinding' Northern Echo
Angels of the popular imagination tend to be docile and blandly gentle, rather than being genuine forces for change. Wake up! The
kick-ass angels are coming! When we find ourselves suffering from lethargy or frustration, when we are unable to make progress
and repeatedly encounter the same problems, and when we start to lose sight of our higher aspirations - then we need to invoke
the kick-ass angels. This book teaches us how to call on these exceptionally vigorous angelic forces of change and accept the
surprising messages they have for us. Kick-ass angels are not soft and indulgent - but nor are they bullies or tyrants who use
severity inappropriately. They are concerned only with our awakening and with our progress. They are unafraid of the grave
secrets we may have buried within ourselves. Their mission is to cleanse - to exorcise our demons, to purge us of our fears and
banish our self-imposed limitations. To fulfil our potential we all need the kick-ass angels' help in our daily lives. And collectively we
need their help at this point in our history - with the aid of the kick-ass angels, the transformation of our future can begin.
The image of the nurse is ubiquitous, both in life and in popular media. One of the earliest instances of nursing and media
intersecting is the Edison phonographic recording of Florence Nightingale's voice in 1890. Since then, a parade of nurses, good,
bad or otherwise, has appeared on both cinema and television screens. How do we interpret the many different types of nurses-real and fictional, lifelike and distorted, sexual and forbidding--who are so visible in the public consciousness? This book is a
comprehensive collection of unique insights from scholars across the Western world. Essays explore a diversity of nursing types
that traverse popular characterizations of nurses from various time periods. The shifting roles of nurses are explored across
media, including picture postcards, film, television, journalism and the collection and preservation of uniforms and memorabilia.
‘A dark and gritty crime thriller that kept me hooked from the first page.' Casey Kelleher, author of No Fear and Mine It takes a
good woman to take a bad man down Amber. As the top performer at Angel Silk gentleman’s club, she’s seen it all, been forced
to do things she never wanted to do. She’s tired of this life... but can she escape it? Lizzy. To the women at Angel Silk, she’s the
strong queen bee, mother to the girls. But she’s hiding her own dark secrets - and if they come to light, her life could be
destroyed. Jade. The newest dancer at Angel Silk, she’s innocent, beautiful... and trapped. She’s in over her head – but does she
have the strength to break free? Three women, all under the control of feared gangster, Marcus. To take back their lives, they
need to come together. But will he let them go – or will finding freedom mean paying the ultimate price? A completely addictive,
gripping and gritty gangland thriller that will have you hooked. If you like Martina Cole, Kimberly Chambers or Jacqui Rose, you will
love this nail-biting read. Readers are hooked on The Angels: 'A gripping read that got under my skin. Alex Kane writes one hell of
a villain.’ Gemma Rogers, author of Stalker and Reckless 'WOW I was hooked...right from the start I was engrossed in the whole
story...will give you shivers down your spine.' ????? Reader Review ‘What a page turner this is... you never want it to end... A
great, gritty, UK gangland thriller’ ????? Reader Review
FRIENDS, LOVERS AND MORE The hardships of New York force Italian immigrants, Camille Rosario and her parents to travel to
sleepy Paola, Kansas, for a new life. One girl softens the rejection of the other students and despite a three year difference in age,
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colliding personalities and temperaments, Camille and Opal Richards forge a friendship. At thirteen, Camille’s exceptional sewing
skills kick-starts a life-long seamstress career. Hilarity and patience keep Camille and Opal working side by side as boss and
accountant, meeting the challenges of happy, sad and outrageous Midwest brides. Camille’s height is short, her weight is plump,
her nose is big and despite a delightful personality her social life is a dismal one. Tall, beautiful Opal challenges society’s mores
by raising a child out of wedlock with Camille’s help. Through the Depression, the “Dirty Thirties”, War, Rock n’ Roll,
Segregation, Camille and Opal endure broken engagements, death, polio, tornados and life threatening health issues to celebrate
each other strengths and happiness. Humor and loyalty bind two friends together through disappointments and triumphs.
Vampire hunter Elena Deveraux knows she's the best - but she doesn't know if she's good enough for this job. Hired by the
dangerously beautiful Archangel Raphael, a being so lethal that no mortal wants his attention, only one thing is clear - failure is not
an option ... even if the task she's been set is impossible. Because this time, it's not a wayward vamp she has to track. It's an
archangel gone bad. The job will put Elena in the midst of a killing spree like no other ... and pull her to the razor's edge of passion.
Even if the hunt doesn't destroy her, succumbing to Raphael's seductive touch just may. Because when archangels play, mortals
break ...
Family always comes first. Until now. Get ready for the ultimate summer read with the explosive new novel from Sunday Times
No.1 bestseller and 'undisputed queen of crime writing' (Guardian) Martina Cole. Diana Davis has been head of the family
business since the death of her husband, an infamous bank robber. She's a woman in a man's world, but no one messes with her.
Her only son, Angus, is a natural born villain, but he needs to earn Diana's trust before she'll allow him into the business. Once
he's proved he has the brains to run their clubs in Marbella, he is given what he's always wanted. It's the beginning of a reign of
terror that knows no bounds. But Angus has a blind spot: his wife, Lorna, and their three kids, Angus Junior, Sean and Eilish. And
as the next generation enters the business, Angus has a painful truth to learn. Even when it comes to family, he must show no
mercy... 'She's a total one-off' Guardian 'The stuff of legend' Mirror 'Superstar crime writer' This Morning 'There really is only one
Martina Cole' Closer 'The undisputed Queen of crime writing' Erwin James
"The book covers the extraordinary deeds of two 101st Airborne Screaming Eagle Medics on D-Day, June 6th, 1944. Angoville-auPlain is a tiny village between Utah Beach and Carentan, where these two medics treated over eighty casualties - American,
German and French inside a 12th Century church."--Publisher's description.
Angels of Mercy: Far West & Far East follows the gripping stories of two different Australiannursing sisters, who overcame the
challenging adversities of two very different circumstances.In the 1930s, Marjorie Silver was employed by The Far West Childrens
Health Scheme andbecame their first permanent flying sister, based in Bourke. She fought a single-handed waragainst heat, dust
and isolation of the outback to bring vital medical assistance to the far west ofNew South Wales, before moving on to central
Queensland where she established a clinic at MtMargaret station, in close co-operation with the flying doctor, based at Charleville.
In 1964, shemoved to Brunette Downs, Northern Territory, where she continued to make use of her nursingskills at the Aboriginal
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Camp and in the stations hospital. This previously untold story alsoinvolves the topical Nancy Bird, who was employed as the
sister's pilot for the first nine months.Whilst Sister Silver was fighting a battle against the harsh elements of the bush,
anotherdedicated woman of about the same age had graduated as a nursing sister with a view tooverseas travel. Little did she
know that she would shortly embark on a sea voyage to the exoticFar East, where she would engage in a battle for survival as an
unwilling guest of the Emperor ofJapan. Sister Pat Gunther joined the AIF and served in the Far East on the battlefield of
Malayaand Singapore. She was captured and taken prisoner at Bangka Island, Sumatra. The story of thenurses imprisoned in
various camps in Sumatra is not unknown, but this book delves far deeperthan any other story to date and reveals the 'secret' that
the nurses kept throughout their lifetimes. Author and military historian Lynette Ramsay Silver has an entire 'forensic' chapter
devoted to the unravelling of this secret. This book has been compiled from their edited memoirs, supplemented by various
conversations and interviews. Interspersed throughout the book and printed in italics, are Lynette Ramsay Silvers historical details
providing additional narrative to compliment first-hand accounts. The book also lists, for the first time, the name of every nurse who
served in WW2. It also includes the fate of other internees that Sister Pat had met in Malaya and during her three years of captivity
and the fate of the nurses evacuated from Singapore. It also includes the 29 women that served as doctors in the Australian Army
Medical Corps during World War 2, as well as the names of the women who served as nursing sisters in the Royal Australian
Navy, Royal Australian Airforce, Australian Army Nursing Service and the Army Hospital. Angels of Mercy: Far West & Far East is
a tribute to the huge contributions made by our nurses in the Australian Outback, and to those who served during wartime.
Nathaniel and Chasan are no ordinary angels. Destiny chose them to be twin flames, fated mates. But Nathaniel has avoided
Chasan for nearly a thousand years. When sent to Earth on a mission to live and work together, Nathaniel comes face-to-face with
his destiny. Short-tempered, petulant, and grumpy, he hates the idea of being fated to anyone and has chosen an existence of
isolation rather than spending time with the calm, kind, and serene Chasan. But now he has no choice. One is fire, the other is air;
a true dichotomy of angels. Together they will be ignited, or they will be extinguished. This assignment will seal their fate either
way. * * * 85,000 words. A sometimes-funny, sometimes-serious story about love, destiny, and other heavenly disasters.
Between an angel and a desperate woman comes salvation—and a raw passion that challenges them at every turn… When Aurora
Robinson attempts to open a rift between dimensions to embrace her true heritage, an arrogant archangel is the only one who can
save her from the jaws of hell. And while she owes Gabriel her life, she’s determined not to fall at his feet—despite the desire she
feels whenever they’re together. After his wings were brutally destroyed millennia ago, Gabriel has no compassion for humans
like those who ruined him and betrayed the ones he loved. But when he inexplicably finds himself defying ancient protocols to
rescue a woman from a fate worse than death, he is shocked by the searing attraction he feels for a mortal. As the ancient forces
that seek to punish Aurora for her actions close in, Gabriel offers the tempting woman protection at his private sanctuary. But as
they both succumb to their desires, they discover an even deeper connection—one that threatens to consume them.
After surviving an attack that wiped his memory clean, can Investigator Monk solve a deadly crime while also picking up the pieces
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of his former life? In The Face of a Stranger, New York Times bestselling author Anne Perry introduces us to her enigmatic
detective, Investigator William Monk, as he faces a new case with no memory of his past life. Perfect for fans of C. J. Sansom and
Arthur Conan Doyle. 'Anne Perry can write a Victorian mystery that would make Dickens' eyes pop' - New York Times Book
Review He is not going to die, after all, in this Victorian pesthouse called a hospital. But the accident that felled him on a London
street has left him with only half a life, because his memory and his entire past have vanished. His name, they tell him, is William
Monk, and he is a London police detective; the mirror reflects a face that women would like, but he senses he has been more
feared than loved. Monk is given a particularly sensational case: the brutal murder of Major the Honourable Joscelin Grey,
Crimean war hero and a popular man about town, in his rooms in fashionable Mecklenburgh Square. It's an assignment to make or
break an investigator, for the exalted status of the victim puts any representative of the police in the precarious position of having
to pry into a noble family's secrets. Suggesting that his superior, the wily Runcorn, hopes he will fail, Monk returns to a world
where he cannot distinguish friend from foe. Grasping desperately for any clue to his own past and to the identity of the killer, each
new revelation leads Monk step by terrifying step to the answers he seeks but dreads to find. What readers are saying about The
Face of a Stranger: 'A Victorian mystery with plot twists, tension, great characterisation and an excellent standard of historical
research' 'It is very well written and deeper than most mystery novels with very interesting historical details' 'I picked this book due
to the wonderful reviews Anne Perry has received on Amazon. It was very good indeed'
From internationally bestselling author Sandrone Dazieri and featuring “two of the most intriguing detectives to have emerged in
recent years” (Daily Mail, London) comes the “explosive” (Booklist, starred review) second thriller in the Caselli and Torre series.
In Rome, a passenger train speeds into the city’s main station, its first-class car full of dead bodies, the macabre discovery of
which falls to Deputy Police Commissioner Colomba Caselli. The police then receive a claim of responsibility and the threat of
more murders to come. But neither Caselli nor her eccentrically brilliant ally, Dante Torre, are ready to buy the terrorist link. As the
two unconventional investigators chip away at what the perpetrator wants everyone to believe, they put their own lives in jeopardy.
But Dante’s bizarre and traumatic past enables him to see what others miss, and in this case, to connect with a kindred spirit of
sorts, a woman named Giltine who also experienced an intense trauma—one from which she emerged damaged and full of
murderous intent. Making her especially lethal is that the rare mental illness she suffers from has her believing she’s already
dead. When Colomba and Dante find themselves on the outs with law enforcement they’re entirely on their own, faced with the
responsibility of making sure the waters of Venice don’t turn red with blood.
An electric combination of angels, mystery and romance, MERCY is the first book in a major paranormal series.
As she opened her eyes and took in her surroundings, a feeling of terror ran through her weakened body. She knew exactly where she was.
And she knew exactly what was about to happen to her… When Ella Tate stumbles into Black Rock Falls, her exhausted and bloodied body is
a terrifying sight, but not as frightening as the story she has to tell. Ambushed on their way into town when they stopped to help a man by the
side of the road, Ella and her friend Sky ran when he pulled a knife on them. But only one of them got away. As Detective Jenna Alton
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investigates the case, she looks into the history of missing persons in the town, and uncovers more cases – all young people. All stopped on
the same stretch of road into town. All vanished without a trace. When a distinctive pink sweater belonging to Sky turns up in Black Rock
Falls, Jenna follows the trail to a derelict building on the outskirts of town. But she isn’t prepared for what lies behind those doors. Can she
stop the killer before more lives are lost? If you like Robert Dugoni, Karin Slaughter and Rachel Abbott you’ll love this nail-biting thriller from
D.K. Hood. **Each Kane and Alton book can be read as part of the series or as a standalone** What people are saying about Where Angels
Fear: ‘Absolutely beyond brilliant!!!... A definite must read.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Fast paced and addictive!... The storyline twisted
and turned, throwing red herrings out at every opportunity… I read this book so fast I’m sure there was smoke coming from the pages! It had
me completely hooked.’ Stardust Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘A fast moving thrill ride of a book.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Keeps you
guessing till the end. Highly recommend this author.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘This series just keeps getting better… This mystery is full
of twists and surprises. Each reveal is more shocking than the last… I can’t wait to see what comes next.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘It is
no surprise at just how good this novel really is… The pace seemed very fast but all the boxes were checked. It had action and mystery to
solve, missing persons and one of the most gruesome storylines imaginable. What a wonderful book.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘I read
this in one day… Brilliant plot that keeps you guessing… I love the setting too.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘This book is brilliant! I am so glad
I picked it as I hadn’t tried this author before… Couldn’t put it down until I’d finished.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars What people are saying
about D.K. Hood: ‘Wow!!! I read this book in one sitting… gripping… I was swept away.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘WOW, WOW, WOW!!!!!
ABSOLUTELY AMAZING!!!... From literally the first page you’re hooked and gripped!! Kept me on the edge of my seat throughout. I just
couldn’t put it down… My new all time favourite author!!... I just wish I could’ve given it more than five stars!!!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
‘Wow, this book was amazing… totally thrilling and had me hanging on to every word… Leaves you wanting more… Well worth 5 stars, in fact I
wish I could give it more.’ Bonnie’s Book Talk, 5 stars ‘GO AND READ THIS BOOK!’ Loving Life Everyday ‘I absolutely love D.K. Hood…
An amazing author!!... A book that I absolutely devoured!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘Oh my flipping goodness!!... kept me guessing until
the very last page… I cannot fault this book at all.’ The Writing Garnet ‘I did not want this book to end! But it was so good that I was reading
faster and faster!’ Musings of a Tired Mummy ‘I was riveted. And I simply had to know how it would all end. I’d read the author again in a
heartbeat!’ Goodreads reviewer
When a young man marries an unwed mother to save her reputation and give her baby a home, he must find a way to bring love and joy into
their lives as well. Original.
Emily Donovan didn't know love, she didn't know gentle and her future wasn't hers to own. Because he owned her. There is only so much
one soul can take before it is broken beyond repair and she had reached that milestone long ago. Braiden Montgomery had secrets, secrets
that would see a special place in Hell reserved just for him. For a man with skills like Braiden, keeping Emily safe would be a piece of cake.
Bringing her frozen heart back to life might just prove the impossible.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Blind Faith comes the first book in the Angels of Mercy series—a gripping behind-the-scenes
drama of four women who face life and death every day… July 1st—Transition Day. The most dangerous day of the year. The day staff at
Pittsburgh’s Angels of Mercy Hospital braces for the arrival of the cocky, untested new interns. It’s also the first day for L.A. transplant Dr.
Lydia Fiore, the new ER attending physician. Not a good day to lose a patient—especially not the Chief of Surgery’s son. Now, to save her
career, Lydia must discover the truth behind her patient's death, even as it leads her into unfamiliar—and risky—territory. At least she’s not
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alone. There’s med student Amanda, a sweet Southern belle with problems of her own; Gina, a resident with a chip on her shoulder; and
Nora, the take-charge charge nurse with a cool head but a fiery temper. Not to mention the paramedic who’d like to try his bedside manner
out on Lydia. The four women will learn to depend on each other in their fight to save lives—because sometimes everyone needs a lifeline...
Lifelines includes a teaser for the second Angels of Mercy novel, Warning Signs.
New York Times bestselling author CJ Lyons returns to the front lines of the struggle between life and death in the second Angels of Mercy
novel... On rotation at Pittsburgh’s Angels of Mercy Hospital and struggling to finish medical school, Amanda Mason can’t afford to make
any mistakes—or to reveal a troubling secret. Mysterious symptoms that defy diagnosis have been affecting her performance, and as she
struggles to keep control, the only person who seems to notice is the irritatingly observant and sexy Dr. Lucas Stone. But when one patient
starts experiencing the same strange symptoms dies and another slips into a coma, Amanda realizes the clock is ticking on her own survival.
With the help of her friends—Gina, a roommate recovering from her own trauma; Lydia, a streetwise ER attending; and Nora, a by-the-book
charge nurse—Amanda must solve this medical mystery before she becomes the next victim... Warning Signs includes a teaser for the third
Angels of Mercy novel, Urgent Care.
Angel of Mercy By: Benni Hardy Jenna Walter is a woman who has a misconception about what her life could be because of what she thinks
it always had to be—unfulfilled. However, after winning a large amount of money in the lottery, she meets a most enigmatic man, Grant
Reynolds. And from that stroke of luck, Jenna comes to realize that not just any but all things are possible
Willow knows she's different from other girls. And not just because she loves tinkering around with cars. Willow has a gift. She can look into
people's futures, know their dreams, their hopes and their regrets, just by touching them. She has no idea where she gets this power from...
But Alex does. Gorgeous, mysterious Alex knows Willow's secret and is on a mission to stop her. The dark forces within Willow make her
dangerous – and irresistible. In spite of himself, Alex finds he is falling in love with his sworn enemy. The first thrilling chapter in the
electrifying Angel Trilogy. Angels will never be seen in the same way again. "If Eoin Colfer reinvented the fairy and Stephenie Meyer
reinvented the vampire then without a doubt L.A. Weatherly has reinvented the angel in this powerful, dark and hugely suspenseful novel that
switches effortlessly between fast-paced action adventure and heart-stopping romance... This is the first in a compelling and utterly
mesmerising paranormal romance trilogy from a writer to watch." - Lovereading4kids Winner Leeds Book Awards 2011
Angel Of Mercy by Kathy Clark released on Sep 24, 1990 is available now for purchase.
The third Angels of Mercy novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Blind Faith. Angels of Mercy Hospital charge nurse Nora
Halloran has been living with a painful secret for two long years. But when a coworker is brutally assaulted and killed, she knows she can no
longer remain silent. Determined to unmask the murderer, Nora teams up with her friends—Lydia, an ER attending doctor with a secret of her
own; Gina, the once-cocky resident struggling to strike a balance between her family and her job; and Amanda, the med student caught
between her conscience and her career. As the victim count grows, Nora must face her deepest fears and reveal all her secrets to save the
man she loves, and stop a killer from striking again. Urgent Care includes a teaser for the fourth Angels of Mercy novel, Critical Condition.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Blind Faith comes the first book in the Angels of Mercy series—a gripping behind-the-scenes
drama of four women who face life and death every day…July 1st—Transition Day. The most dangerous day of the year. The day staff at
Pittsburgh's Angels of Mercy Hospital braces for the arrival of the cocky, untested new interns. It's also the first day for L.A. transplant Dr.
Lydia Fiore, the new ER attending physician. Not a good day to lose a patient—especially not the Chief of Surgery's son. Now, to save her
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career, Lydia must discover the truth behind her patient's death, even as it leads her into unfamiliar—and risky—territory.At least she's not
alone. There's med student Amanda, a sweet Southern belle with problems of her own; Gina, a resident with a chip on her shoulder; and
Nora, the take-charge charge nurse with a cool head but a fiery temper. Not to mention the paramedic who'd like to try his bedside manner
out on Lydia. The four women will learn to depend on each other in their fight to save lives—because sometimes everyone needs a lifeline...
Local Secretary Foils Murderer in Lost Among the Angels, a Historical Cozy Mystery from Alice Duncan 1920s, Los Angeles, CA Mercy
Allcutt is ecstatic to move to California where she knows she’ll learn all about life and–to her Boston blue-blood family's horror--get a JOB; no
woman in the Allcutt family has ever actually held a JOB. Mercy lands employment as secretary to Ernie Templeton, Private Investigator.
Mercy’s thrilled, and she’s sure, with time and help, she’ll become an invaluable asset to Ernie’s business. Ernie doesn't yet share Mercy's
sunny optimism, but nothing tests the resolve of a new employee quite like murder. Publisher Note: Readers who enjoy cozy mysteries in
historical settings are sure to appreciate the Mercy Allcutt series set in 1920s Los Angeles, California. No vulgarity or explicit sex for those
who appreciate a clean and wholesome read. "Mercy is a pip. I laughed all through this book and stayed up until 4:00 in the morning to finish
it. I was still laughing when I turned out the light. Not a bad way to end one day and start another." ~Patricia Browning "This gem reminded
me of the old Dick Tracy comic strips (that I avidly read as a child), as well as of the black and white PI movies we all recall with glee. The
story takes place in 1926, Los Angeles. I found myself immersed in the first few pages. Author Alice Duncan either did a lot of research or
grew up on stories of the era. Each character has a unique personality. The characters all dress the parts, all the way down to the bobbed
hairstyle, and speak slang. Don't worry; you won't be lost. This book is headed directly to my "KEEPER" shelf. Highly recommended!" ~ Detra
Fitch (Huntress Reviews) "I read Lost Among the Angels in one sitting and found it wonderful and so enjoyable. It is a fast-paced, exciting
story and Mercy Allcutt is a terrific sleuth. I can't wait to spend more time with Mercy!" ~ Rob Walker The Mercy Allcutt Mystery Series Lost
Among the Angels Angels Flight Fallen Angels Angels of Mercy Thanksgiving Angels
Mercy O'Connor is becoming an angel. She can feel her wings sprouting from her shoulder blades. They itch. Sometimes she even hears
them rustling. And angels don't need to eat. So Mercy has decided she doesn't need to either. She is not sick, doesn't suffer from anorexia, is
not trying to kill herself. She is an angel, and angels simply don't need food. When her parents send her to an eating disorder clinic, Mercy is
scared and confused. She isn't like the other girls who are so obviously sick. If people could just see her wings, they would know. But her
wings don't come and Mercy begins to have doubts. What if she isn't really an angel? What if she's just a girl? What if she is killing herself?
Can she stop?
The courtrooms of 1903 Los Angeles are a man's world -- until Kit Shannon arrives ...
Angels of MercyA Gripping Saga of Sisters, Love and War
Commander William Monk - A man with no past has only his conscience and instinct to guide him... One: THE FACE OF A STRANGER
Monk is given a particularly sensational case: the brutal murder of Crimean war hero, Joscelin Grey, in his rooms in fashionable
Mecklenburgh Square. It's an assignment to make or break an investigator who must pry into a noble family's secrets. Suggesting that his
superior, the wily Runcorn, hopes he will fail, Monk returns to a world where he cannot distinguish friend from foe. Grasping desperately for
any clue to his own past and to the identity of the killer, each new revelation leads Monk step by terrifying step to the answers he seeks but
dreads to find. Two: A DANGEROUS MOURNING No breath of scandal has ever touched the aristocratic Moidore family. London's
wealthiest and most influential can often be found taking tea or dining in the opulent family mansion of Sir Basil Moidore in Queen Anne
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Street. Now Sir Basil's beautiful widowed daughter has been stabbed to death in her own bed, a shocking and incomprehensible tragedy.
Inspector William Monk is ordered to find her killer without delay - and in a manner that will give least pain to her family. Handicapped by his
inept supervisor and the lingering traces of amnesia, Monk gropes warily through the silence and shadows that obscure the case. But with the
intelligent help of Hester Latterly, he begins to approach the astonishing solution, step by dangerous step. Three: DEFEND AND BETRAY
After a brilliant military career in India, General Thaddeus Carlyon finally meets death not in the frenzy of battle, but at a London dinner party,
in what appears to be a freak accident. But the General's beautiful wife readily confesses that she killed him - a story she clings to even under
the shadow of the gallows. Investigator William Monk, nurse Hestor Latterly and Oliver Rathbone, counsel for the defence, work feverishly to
break down the silence of the accused and her husband's proud family; and with the trial only days away they inch towards the appalling
heart of the mystery.
A KILLER WHO MUST KILL. A COP WHO WILL NOT JUDGE. NOTHING IS WHAT YOU THINK! Dexter Fortune and Gabriella Fernandez
are back together and back to work, assigned to investigate the death of a wealthy businessman found naked in a luxury Manhattan hotel
room. Even the Medical Examiner agrees the death could be considered "natural" except for one thing: A Signature. A Signature left at the
crime scene to tell Fortune and Fernandez there's nothing "natural" about it. Even before Fortune and Fernandez can return to Midtown North
Precinct to open a case file, a second wealthy businessman is discovered naked in a luxury hotel kitty-corner to where the first victim was
found. Same MO. Same Signature. Same killer? As the body count rises and with the killer leaving no evidence, Fortune and Fernandez hit a
dead end. Until the chance discovery of a horrific crime scene almost three decades old. Can this gruesome finding deliver answers the
Detectives need to end the killer's vengeful spree? With New York City celebrating the Twelve Days of Christmas and the political pressure
mounting, the clues lead Fortune and Fernandez to a killer neither Detective could imagine. A killer even Detective Dexter Fortune finds hard
to blame. And for a cop, to forgive a killer, can be deadly. If you love Connelly, Kellerman, Baldacci, and J.D. Robb, you'll love Ian Patterson.
With plenty of twists and turns, THE CALL GIRL KILLER is BOOK II in a new, fast-paced Serial Killer Thriller Series featuring NYPD
Homicide Detectives Dexter Fortune and Gabriella Fernandez. Buy THE CALL GIRL KILLER today and enjoy these other page-turning Ian
Patterson suspense thrillers available now on Amazon.com: THE CHATTERBOX KILLER, Fortune & Fernandez BOOK I, AVENGING
ANGEL: Angel Fortune Book I, ANGEL OF MERCY: Angel Fortune Book II, and THE GIRL IN THE GLASS TOWER. For updates and Free
Books, follow Ian Patterson at www.amazon.com/author/ianpatterson
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